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Year R – Azure 
Abhirup - for being curious about what is happening in the classroom and why. He always explores new things 

and ask lots of questions. (POLE STAR) 
 
Ehsan - for being brave and trying to do new things in the classroom that you find challenging but you 
give it a go! (Constellation Star) 
 

Year 1 – Persian 
Abu – For being curious. Abu really has gone above and beyond in his pm benchmark reading assessment this 
week, progressing from level 5 in December to level 10! He is also making a huge effort with his writing and 

independent leaning - a really marked change since returning to school. (Constellation Star) 
 
Hafsa – For being brave. Hafsa has been finding reading tricky in year 1. This week during story time she asked 

to read her home reading book to the class. She read her book with confidence and accuracy, using a loud 

expressive voice and showing the pictures as she read. (Constellation Star) 

 

Year 2 – Tasman 
Zakariyah is a kind and considerate member of Tasman Class, who is helpful to both the children and 
adults. He has lovely manners and always acknowledges people's thoughts and ideas with respect.  
Well done, Zakariyah! (POLE STAR) 
 
Zaynab is a confident and curious mathematician, who has enjoyed exploring a variety of addition and 
subtraction problems this week.  (Constellation Star) 
 

Year 3 - Ionian 
Yaqub: For being brave and performing an ancient Egyptian myth with his group in front of the class. Yaqub was a 

fantastic actor! (Constellation Star) 

 

Rahma: For being curious and looking for ‘clues’ when answering questions during reading (Constellation Star) 

 

 

POLE STAR – Children who shows each 

other the exact way to go, through their 

kindness, their bravery or their curiousity. 

They do more than just good things – 

they think of others and always try to 

help them do the same. 

CONSTELLATION STAR - Children who 
are constellation stars help join the 
dots of light together. They 
understand what it means to be part 
of something and how to create a 
wonderful picture of learning, care 
and friendship for other children, 
adults and their community. 
 



 
Year 4 - Torres 
Huthaifah - for being curious during our science experiment and contributed successfully to our class 
discussion. He wrote a detailed method and well thought out conclusion.  (Constellation Star) 
 
Philip - has shown bravery in returning to Ben Jonson, after some time away, and has been trying really 
hard in his learning. Philip was successful in maths this week when using the numberline for 
division. Well done Philip! (POLE STAR) 
 

Year 5 – Ross 
Ohi – For being curious. she always throws herself wholeheartedly into her learning. Ohi did every piece 
of learning during lockdown and  has been doing lots of reading (and homework) since she's been back. 
She is such an enthusiastic learner and has come so far, since joining Ben Jonson in Year 4.  
 (POLE STAR) 
 
Shariat – For being kind. Shariat is a wonderfully kind learning partner to Balraj; he is mature beyond his 
tender years and a beautiful example to others. 
Well done Shariat! (Constellation Star) 
 

Year 6 – Timor 
Musaddiq - It is difficult to know which quality to nominate for as he has been very kind AND curious, 
but kindness wins.  He is so polite and thoughtful, always asking if people are ok.  He helps Rajmina tidy 
up in the lunch hall and last Friday, carried Leire's bag for her completely unprompted.  (Constellation 
Star) 
 
Ishaq - for his unfailing curiosity, engagement with learning and helpful and kind attitude to 
others when working with a range of peers.  (POLE STAR) 
 


